Mussorgsky's Boris Godunov is that rarest of events in musical history, a revolutionary masterpiece- a work that demanded for its
realization not the refinement or the development of existing techniques but their virtual abandonment.
Instrumentation and hannony alike are made to serve Mussorgsky's intensely dramatic purpose not with mere skill, but with the
authoritative accuracy of a genius with a vision to communicate.
No one who has grasped this could possibly be willing to accept Rimsky-Korsakov's well-intentioned "improvements", and Covent
Garden is to be congratulated on sticking to the original, in spite of the offence its magnificent starkness may give to some ears. "The
original", one says, meaning of course a conflation of Mussorgsky's two main versions. This year we are given, as usual, both the St.
Basil and the Kromy forest scenes; Pimen's account of the murder at Uglich (dropped last year) has been restored, and so too has the
vital but rarely heard passage in which Feodor tries to distract his sister by showing her the pretty new clock- the clock that later in
the same scene will tangle with the haunted Tsar's hallucinations.
This is all to the good, but Jess satisfactory is the treatment of the Polish act, now cut to little more than the polonaise and the love
duet. Both are worth hearing, but without the Jesuit Rangoni half the dramatic point has gone. This scene should be either played in
full or cut altogether.
That would be a sad loss, but it would at least concentrate attention on the psychological drama that lies at the heart of the whole
opera. Mr. Boris Christoff's interpretation of the title-role is justly famous , but last night he seemed to have refined it still further;
purged of obvious theatricality, this was at once a noble and a spine-chilling perfonnance, excellently supported by Mr. John
Lanigan's foxy Shuisky.
In so large a cast it is impossible to do more than single out one or two newcomers. Of these, Michael Langdon was outstanding as the
drunken monk Varlaam, never toppling over into farce. Miss Josephine Veazey and Miss Jeannette Sinclair brought great chann to
their part of the nursery scene, and Miss Margreta Elkins did what she could with the remnant of Marina's role. Under Mr. Reginald
Goodall's somewhat score-bound direction ensemble was often sluggish, but for all that he showed a real sympathy with the score, and
the perfonnance eventually took fire from the sheer integrity with which he approached it.
The Times (Lo ndon, England), Friday, June 2nd, 1961 (review of another pe1formance, published 8 days prior to live broadcast)
Producer' s Note
This recording came to me through a collector (who prefers anonymity), with the following compelling explanation as to its
importance in the history of recorded music: "This Boris has two major selling points for me: Boris Christoff in one of his signature
roles; and Reginald Goodall as conductor. Goodall 's discography is really small, largely consisting of Wagner recorded/broadcast with
ENO from 1968 onwards, plus some Bruckner [issued by BBC legends] , and Britten [in the 1940s]. Yet he was a house conductor for
the Royal Opera for a long time, and this is the only complete recording I have been able to find of him between the 1940s and 1968.
Finding a good tape of the perfonnance has taken a long time. The one circulating among collectors is poor quality and even Goodall' s
own tape collection (now donated to the BL) didn't contain a good copy . I finally tracked down a good quality tape from a recently
deceased collector. .. " The tape in question has suffered over the years somewhat, and I've done my best to restore section of dropout
and the like. Sound quality was otherwise very good, and has been further assisted by XR remastering to produce a remarkably vivid
sound for a live production of its day. Originally broadcast over three segments, one for each act, I've retained only the opening
announcement and cut short the rapturous applause in order to sq ueeze the music onto two CDs.
Andrew Rose
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